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Phoenix, The Quiz Club hosted a mammoth Intra

Quiz for classes S-2 to S-5 on 8th July at the Sir

Shankar Lal Hall. The event saw keen participation

with a record number of quizzing aficionados

turning up to hone their skills at the decidedly

eclectic set of question encompassing history,

heritage, science, technology, sports, politics, arts

and international events. The Intra's highlight was

the ensemble of questions exclusively conceived

and conceptualised by Modern's quizzing alumni

two previous Quiz Club Presidents and one Vice

President. The enthusiastic participants were in

ruptures over the sheer array of questions posed.

The written Elimination Round was followed by an
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MEGA QUIZ INTRA

exhaustive individual interview and a group discussion orchestrated to serve as a

platform for selection of students to represent School at various inter school

quizzes.
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Round Square Zoom Postcard

The event focused on social and communication skills and promoted spirit of

leadership and empowered students to actively engage in developing strategy,

solving problems, and leading teams, ultimately understanding their potential to

be current and future leaders, and the responsibility that comes with that role.

Iridescence 2022

The cultural week, a series of inter school competitions and activities organised

every year by Carmel Convent School, New Delhi was held this year from 26th to

29th July, 2022 in the school campus. The fest, aptly titled Iridescence, showcased

a wondrous spectrum of youthful skill and talent. The event hosted a myriad of

activities and competitions. The contestants participated with a spirit of

camaraderie. It provided students with an unparalleled opportunity to compete in

the numerous and diverse events that brings out their confidence, teamwork and

creativity. Modern School students participated in the event along with the

teacher in-charge, Ms Rakhi Chawla.

St Andrew’s School for girls, South Africa conducted a Round Square Zoom 

Postcard on 13th July 2022 on the theme ‘School Leadership and How Round Square 

Participation Plays a Role’. It brought together participants from five countries 

(China, Kenya, India, Peru, and South Africa). Modern School was represented 

Ananya Dhawan (S6G),Sukoon Kaushal (S6J), Surina Wadhwa (S6J), Adhiraj

Mahajan (S6I), Krishav Joneja (S6I) and Vidhi Sinha (S6B).
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Iridescence 2022

The competitions ranged from debate to The Impressionist, where Modern School 

students bagged the best costume award. The four-day cultural fest included a series 

of varied events in which the School delegation put their best foot forward. Each 

competition was judged by a panel of eminent judges and the winners were felicitated 

with certificates and trophies. The whole experience was a stepping stone to evolve to 

newer heights of team work & representing the school.

The Impressionist- Ananya Mehra (S7I), Brinda Sarin (S7I), Sia 
Kashyap S6I bagged the best costume award.
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Tone It Up”

Stop asking women to tone it down. Stop asking them to stay quiet. A lot has changed 

over the period of time and still a lot needs to be done. It is said to be a powerful and 

modernized time. However, for many women time has stood still. Gender 

discrimination is rampant in this part of the world and the common mindset supports it.

Most women are not chosen for leadership jobs as people think they are not fit to lead. 

Their salaries are not at par with men. They are looked at as vulnerable and thus often 

easy targets. The concept of feminism is not a new one as to fight for women and make 

places secure. This concept has evolved over a period of time and contemporary idea 

covers men and women fighting for equal rights for women. This particular concept 

has revolutionised the approach of the movement. One is aware of the discriminations 

faced by women still both at the urban and rural settings. So rather than highlighting 

about the shortcomings one should pay attention to the possible solutions to it. First 

and foremost the public-private division needs to be levelled up. The two genders are 

an integral part of human civilisation and it is imperative to keep the balance in tact. 

Today from all the parts of the world there is a clarion call for gender equality and it’s 

high time that we started changing our mindset which is the stepping stone to change 

the world. Aashree Jain- S5E

Through my lens

Aaditya Narain- S5H

Creative Corner

Women of the world, Unite 


